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Background: Obese subjects have been increasing worldwide. Authors have continued
clinical research about Low Carbohydrate Diet (LCD) and Calorie Restriction (CR)
for long, and developed LCD medically and socially through the activity of Japan
LCD Promoting Association (JLCDPA). Study protocol: Enrolled subjects enrolled
were 2807 patients with obesity whom we gave advices in weight reduction program.
Nutritional treatment on LCD was started by super-LCD with 12% of carbohydrate.
After that, the carbohydrate limitation has been relieved according to the each
situation of the subjects. Furthermore, subjects have received psychological supports
with Empowerment, Motivation, and Medical Adherence (EMMA) and with the
relationship among recognition of self-regulation; self-determination; conscientization
and struggle were provided for 6-12 months.
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Results and discussion: The weight changes of 2807 cases were studied with the
following results: weight reduction rate of 10%<was observed in 691(32.3%), 5.09.9% was in 908 (24.1%), 2.5–4.9% was in 593 (21.1%). For totally calculated
statistics data, reduction rate of 5.0 %< was found in 56.4%, and 2.5%<was 78.5%.
Current results seemed to be effective with LCD and psychological supports. These
results would be one of the fundamental and referent data in this field of weight
reduction for future research.
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Introduction
Obesity has been recently one of the important public health
problems, with the increasing tendency of Body Mass Index (BMI)
in the world.1 The prevalence of obesity or overweight has been
twice of that of 1980 and about one third of population in the
world is supposed to be obese or overweight.2 The cause of the
obesity has been multi-factorials, and the prevention of the obesity
includes environmental interventions and various lifestyle changes.
For the medical management of obesity and overweight, there was
a standard guideline. It was the American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association Task Force on Practice Guidelines
and The Obesity Society (AHA/ACC/TOS) in 2013, and it showed
various available evidence to medical practice.3 It has been often
found that obese people had succeeded weight reduction, but could
not maintain the weight easily. From previous reports, the important
factors have been the correlations among lifestyle, dietary and
psychosocial situations.4 Then, further research would be expected
concerning the behavioral and clinical characteristics of maintaining
satisfactory weight reduction. On the other hand, there was an ‘adult
disease’ a few decades ago in Japan. After that, it was changed to
‘life style related disease’ because their geneses are probably due
to inadequate lifestyle situation.5 It was proposed by Dr. Shigeaki
Hinohara who was the President Emeritus of St. Luke International
Hospital in Tokyo associated with the philosophy ‘Hinohara-ism’.6
Consecutively, the medical term ‘metabolic syndrome’ has been
prevalent including obesity, diabetes mellitus, hypertension and
hyperlipidemia. There is a possibility that hyperuricemia and gout has
Submit Manuscript | http://medcraveonline.com

been also added as another factors in the future.7 As to the treatment
of metabolic syndrome, the basic therapy would be the control of the
body weight. Consequently, the weight reduction should be tried at
first for the treatment of metabolic syndrome and obesity prior to
starting various medicine.8 The actual method for weight reduction
includes both diet therapy and exercise therapy. For diet therapy, there
was a standard method, which was calorie restriction (CR). After
that, low carbohydrate diet (LCD) has been introduced in Western
countries. In succession, authors and colleagues had started LCD in
Japan9 and developed LCD through medical practice, medical society,
workshop and textbooks.10 We have proposed three patterns of LCD
meal including super-LCD, standard-LCD and petite-LCD, which can
be applied in various clinical situation.11 Among our clinical research,
we have treated lots of patients with obesity in weight reduction
program. During the program, they were given medical, nutritional
and psychological supports by medical staffs including registered
dietitian nutritionists (RDNs). Their managements and advises were
based on several medical and psychological supports.12 The detail of
the program was described and discussed in this report.

Patients and methods
The subjects were the patients with obesity, who were treated in
the weight reduction program of our clinic from 2003 to 2018. They
have some other health problems in their background, including
metabolic syndrome such as diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia,
and locomotive syndrome, flailty or joint problems. Methods in
current study have several aspects, which are shown as follows.

a) Intervention of nutritional therapy
As to the diet therapy in our research, low carbohydrate diet (LCD)
was applied to the subjects. We have our protocol of LCD therapy for
the patients with obesity in the weight reduction program. There are
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three types of LCD application, which are super-LCD, standard–LCD,
petite-LCD with carbohydrate ratio of 12%, 26%, 40%, respectively.13

b) Nutritional guidance of medical staffs
For the nutritional therapy in the weight reduction program,
medical staffs have advised the content in detail, including physicians,
nurses, RDNs, pharmacists. Especially, RDNs became the main staffs
to continue the diet management. In the first contact, we apply superLCD to the patients, so as to make the drastic change in the meal
habit from previous pattern to the new one. The important period
is two weeks from the beginning. With successful changed habit,
the subjects would be advised to continue satisfactory process and
results. After that, through frequent interviews between the patients
and RDNs, adequate ratio of LCD would be consulted, advised, and
continued. They include super-LCD, standard–LCD, petit-LCD, as
well as 33% of carbohydrate pattern that is recommended specific
ratio of anti-aging medical field by Grossman.14,15

c) Psychological supports of medical staffs
In our weight reduction program, we have continued psychological
supports for the patients who need some help in the process. They
include the communication, consult, and advices which are based on
the theory of Empowerment, Motivation, and Medical Adherence
(EMMA)16 Furthermore, an useful concept of educational and medical
management was also applied to the advices, such as self-regulation,
self-determination, and conscientization17 (Figure 1).
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resistant type exercising device. It is definite that this method is safer
for the aged person and healthy non-athlete people. The series of the
training machines are made of NewStepR and Transforming LivesR
by Arthritis Foundation, Japan.18 Consequently, applying various
apparatus, subjects were given aerobic and anaerobic exercise totally.19

e) Weight changes
Subjects enrolled were given diet therapy, psychological support
and exercise mentioned above. The body weight was checked
periodically, and before and after the intervention about 6-12 months
later when the weight became stable. The comparison of the body
weight was performed between pre-weight and post-weight. Both of
them were used for calculation of the ratio of weight reduction.

Results
Weight reduction program has been continued. During the process,
patients with obesity were followed up by medical staffs, including
doctors, nurses, RDNs, pharmacists. The results from 2807 cases
are revealed in Figure 2. There was decrease of body weight by the
program as follows: weight reduction of 10% or more was observed in
691(32.3%), reduction of 5.0 -9.9% was in 908 (24.1%) and reduction
of 2.5 – 4.9% was in 593 (21.1%). When calculated together, reduction
rate of 5.0% or more was observed in 56.4%, and reduction of 2.5%
or more was 78.5%.

Figure 2 Reduction rate of the body weight in 2807 subjects.

Discussion

Figure 1 Recognition of the mind concerning self-regulation, selfdetermination and conscientization.

d) Exercise therapy
For exercise therapy, there are aerobic exercise and anaerobic
exercise. We advised and managed the both exercises to the subjects.
There is our fitness club adjacent to the clinic, where every person can
use as they like. Subjects were always given adequate advice from
physiotherapists, exercise trainers in the room. They are recommended
to walk or jog using treadmill a few times a week. Moreover, subjects
are advised to continue anaerobic training (resistance training) using
the 11 kinds of equipment in the fitness room. The characteristic point
of the training machine is not gravity-produced resistance, but fluid-

According to the previous reports, there are some points or
characteristics which successfully brought weight reduction.20 They
showed the same tendencies reported by successfully weight-reduced
subjects who attended the professional-led educational program.
Some factors were more effective such as
i) Earlier embedding for the new lifestyle changes into daily routine
habit,
ii) Learning from their previous weight reduction methods and
experiences,
iii) Not necessary for the existence of various social supports.20
especially, the probable factors leading to successful results
would be problem solving skills and thinking, self-efficacy and
self-reliance, and continuing internal motivation.
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As to the issue of adherence for the person seeking to weight
reduction, persistence of long term dietary changes are not so easy.21
According to the method of the Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA), nine factors were identified. They are
1) Professional management,
2) Thorough and deep achievement,

investigated in the future. In summary, the results of weight reduction
program in lots of obese patients were described. Furthermore,
psychological supports such as EMMA associated by medical staffs
seemed to be effective for weight reduction and maintenance. These
data would become the fundamental reference for the future study.
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